MC ONLINE CASE PREP CURRICULUM

Digital and video-based content developed by MBB consultants to help you break into management consulting roles at top global firms.

PRE-INTERVIEW SUPPORT

- Consulting Industry Overview: 8+ hours of insider info via the MC Starter Pack
- Networking for Consulting: 10+ hours of video content to get your foot in the door
- Resume & Cover Letter Bootcamp: 7+ hours of video content to help you electrify EY or dazzle Deloitte

CASE INTERVIEW SUPPORT

- 500+ Cases with integrated solutions (including chatbot cases!)
- Case Interview Bootcamp: 12+ hours of dynamic teaching and expert videos!
- Mental Math for Consulting: 6+ hours of tips and tricks!

FIT/SKILLS BUILDING

- Fit Interview Bootcamp: 7 hours of interactive video content; learn how to perfect your stories!
- PowerPoint for Consulting: build a consulting-worthy slide deck
- Excel for Consulting: practical exercises to skill up in Excel

ADDITIONAL SUPPORT

- Business Basics for Consulting: 22 lessons on integrated strategy, finance, and accounting
- 10K+ Math/Structure/Chart drills
- 11 Industry Primers covering the biggest global industries (i.e., Healthcare, Financial Services)

CONTACT CAREER SERVICES FOR COMPLIMENTARY ACCESS!